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Program Abstracts/Algorithms
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~yUj _ l/k(~Y*j)2

k - I

points except the jth group. The Y*j (called "pseudovalues")
are averaged to yield the best single estimate of the true popula
tion value, and the variance of the distribution (s*2) is estimated
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(3)

(4)± I t I x s*

s/ = s2/k.

(see Mosteller & Tukey, 1969). The confidence limits around the
best single estimate are simply

where the T value is calculated at the desired degree of
confidence, and it has k - 1 degrees of freedom. If a measure
like a median is jackknifed where, due to the type of the
measure, only a few discrete Y*j values result, Mosteller and
Tukey (1969) argue that the degrees of freedom for the T
statistic should be the number of distinct Y*j values generated
minus 1.

Mosteller and Tukey (1969) also note that, due to rounding
in the calculations, some lack of precision occurs. They then
suggest a correction factor. This correction factor is not present
in this version of JACKK. The correction factor was omitted
because, for the precision offered by the present routine, it
would amount to an increase in s*2 of only 10'1 3, approxi
mately.

Input to JACKK. JACKK is a subroutine subprogram, and
may thus be called many times in the course of a user's program.
For each call of JACKK, the following data cards must be
entered.

Card 1 consists of two parameters: NS and NG. These values
represent the number of subjects and the number of groups,
respectively. This data card is read by the user's calling program
(discussed subsequently) and can be formatted by the user as
integers of any length.

Card 2 contains two pieces of data. In the first three columns
of the card are entered the limits of the confidence interval
(e.g., ".95" or ".66"). The next 16 columns are used to input
a label for the statistic being jackknifed (e.g., "ABSOL. DEV. ").

Card 3 contains the format that the user will use to input the
sample data. Card 3 begins and ends with a left and right paren
thesis, and the format is to be in standard FORTRAN. The
format may be up to 72 characters long.

Card 4 to Card N + 3 follow and are the N data cards,
formatted as the user described in Card 3.

Output from JACKK. Each time JACKK is called the follow
ing will be outputted.

(1) A list of all the pseudovalues (Y*j) generated, This list
will print the number of the group omitted in calculating the
particular Y*j for j = 1,999, and for cases where there are more
than 1,000 groups involved in the calculation, JACKK will print
asterisks in place of the j values for those values greater than
1,000. Nevertheless, JACKK will compute the estimate and
interval using all the data.

In Equation I, Y~ is the measure calculated.with all k data
points and Y(j) IS the measure calculated WIth all the data

A FORTRAN subroutine subprogram is presented which
will perform the jackknife statistical procedures on varied
statistics and data sets of the user's choice. The procedures
will provide a best single estimate of the population value of
the user's parameter and will provide a confidence interval
around that estimate. The procedures do not make any assump
tions about the sampling distribution of the statistics and thus
are useful for making estimates for statistics with unknown
sampling distributions. Input to and output from the routine
are discussed with examples.

Function. JACKK is a subroutine subprogram written for the
WATFIV compiler. It will also run on standard FORTRAN
compilers (IBM FORTRAN Level G).

Using the procedures described by Mosteller and Tukey
(1969), subroutine JACKK jackknifes any statistic of the user's
choice. Subroutine JACKK is designed to accept data sets of
variable sizes and to perform the jackknife procedures systemati
cally excluding subsets of data from the calculations when the
size of the excluded subset may be fixed at the user's request.
JACKK is designed to accept input data in any format selected
by the user.

Jackknifing, Jackknifing is a procedure which will generate
the best estimate of a population value and the confidence
limits around that value for a sample statistic when the
sampling distribution of that statistic is unknown. This proce
dure is thus very useful for research in the social sciences, as
the measures used in this research are often developed around
a particular problem and a particular data set. Use of the jack
knife in these cases is worthwhile, then, to test hypotheses about
population parameters when the sampling distributions of the
estimators are unknown.

The procedures for jackknifing (see Quenouille, 1956; Tukey,
1958; Durbin, 1959) estimate confidence limits for a measure
by dividing the data into groups (subsets), and seeing the effect
on the measure that would be produced by systematically
omitting each of the groups. This is accomplished by calculat·
ing the set of values Y*j, where

Y*j=kYall-(k-I)Y(j) j=I,2,3, ... ,k (I)
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(2) JACKK will then print the statistic it has just jackknifed
and the estimate and interval associated with that statistic and
with the particular set of data used.

The Calling Program. JACKK was written as a subroutine
subprogram rather than a program to enable the user: (I) to
store JACKK in object form and save the cost of recompilation
at each use and (2) to allow several different statistics and/or
data sets to be jackknifed from one main program. Therefore,
to use JACKK, the user has to have a main program to call
JACKK. The main program can be any program the user wishes
and is only bound by the following conditions.

(I) The user must write a function subprogram for each
statistic he wishes to jackknife. The function can have any name
acceptable in standard FORTRAN and must operate from three
parameters: DATA, NS, and NPG. DATA is the array of data
from which the statistic will be calculated, NS is' the number
of data points in the data set, and NPG is the number of points
in each data group. The function should contain a DIMENSION
statement dimensioning the array OATA to have NS values
I" DIMENSION DATA(NS)" J. Finally, the function must have
a statement assigning to a variable with th e name of the
function, the value of the function, given the input data.

(2) The user's main program must contain a statement
leading

EXTERNAL f l , f2, ... , fN

where fI-fN are the N function names assigned by the user
to compute the N statistics to be jackknifed in the program.

(3) The user's main program must contain a statement
reading

DIMENSION X(vl), Y(v2), Z(v3)

where vi, v2, and v3 are the greatest number of data points

in anyone data set in the program to be jackknifed. In the
example presented following this section, there are two
statistics jackknifed. The first has a data set with 11 values,
and the second has a data set with 55 values. For this example,
in the main program, X, Y, and Z are dimensioned to 55.

(4) Each call of JACKK must have the following form.
(a) Preceding the CALL statement must be a READ statement,
where the user reads in the values of NS and NG. This can be
formatted in any manner desired by the user. (b) Following
the READ and before the CALL statement will be a statement
reading

NET = NS - NS/NG.

(c) Following these statements will be the CALL statement
using the following form:

CALL JACKK (NS, NET, NG, function, X, Y, Z)

where function is the user chosen name of the function that
calculates the statistic to be jackknifed.

Example. To aid in using JACKK an example is provided.
The program jackknifes two statistics using two separate data
sets. The exam pies chosen are the ones used by Mosteller and
Tukey (1969, pp. 133-144) and that text may be consulted for
further details.

Note first that the two functions to be jackknifed were
named EXI and EX2 and that the first statement of the main
program is the EXTERNAL statement listing these function
names. Note also that in the main program arrays X, Y, and Z
are dimensioned to be 55, the size of the largest data set.

The program is straightforward and simply twice goes
through the steps necessary to call JACKK. Following the
program listing are the pseudovalue lists and confidence
intervals for the two statistics and data sets input into JACKK.

OEM0~5TRATI0N uSE 0F SuBR0UfINE JACKK.
T"IS MAIN PR~G~AM US~S JACKK T~ JACKK~lFt T.~

)J"tl
--~·_~CC-----r'<".....n-.".."CTTT1J1"',."...,---"....__~TJ7.rrno'Tn....__T71rvo;,--------

C

6
7
8
Ij

\0
II

c
c
C

DIFFERENt STATISTICS, OSIHij T~0 DlfftRtHT StTS
~F OAIA. EXAMPLE~ wE~E CH05EN fReM TME
HiHDB40K 0' SettlC PSVtH0CIGV, CRIPTlR '0.

ExTERNAL EX"Eli
DIMtHSt0N I(55),TC55),Zt55)
REAO(5,91)NI,NlO
NEl,HhHSlHij
CALL JAtK~(NI,NfT,N"tX"X,y,Zl

REAOCS,9l)NS,N!i
91 FIfRMAT(i!I])

NEliN$..NS/~ij
CALL JACKK(~S,NET,NG,Eli!,.,y,Z)

snIP
END

15
U
17
11
19
iD
ill
~i!

2S
ill

n
3D

tOO

901

DIMEHSIIH 'STANlNI)).rATC'),DATACNS),DAfilCNET),'INMCII,
wRlTE(II,90D)
,'HMlfC'I',i51,'PIEUDIVALUE5'/)
REAO(5,9UIl tl,(ITAT(I),I".i),(FiRM(J),J.",.)
,INMitt ".2,4i"lli4'
RfAD(S,FeRM)(OATA(I),I."NI)
NPG"NIING
FALL.FU~tT(OATA,NI,NPG)

eIlI,-CI
SUM.O.
5UMZ-O.
015 I J'I,NG
N'!
011I i hl,NI,/ljPlO
l'(((I.NP;-I)/NPG).EQ.J);1 Till 2
IllIo.r.NP,-1
DII ] LI1,IND
DATAI(N).OATA(L)
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)It
liD

] NINtl
~ C""'T!NUE

YI'iR(J).(NG,'ALL).((N,.t).FuNCT(DATA1,NtT,N'Gl)
1 WRITE(.,'O~lJ,'ITAH(Jl

901 'eAHATC' ·,20.,·'.(·,lJ,') • ','10.5)
016 II K'l,1'j1i

II SUH'SU"+'ITAR(K)
'ASTER'Iu"I'L~AT(N"

00 5 I.t,N'
5 lu,,~.SUH~+'ITAR(I)"~

RETURN
E.NO

~uNCTI0N EXI(UATA,NS,NPGl
DIMEsSI0N OATA(HS)

~XAHPLEI ST'NOA~U OEVIATI~N • StE "ANOd0~K ~F S~C ~SY, v~L ~,

p. 139

Oil 1 lal,N.
X8AR'X8AR+OATA(I~

X8AR.X8AH/FLmAT(NS)
Tep,O.
0" 2 I'I,N!

~ T~P·T"P+(OAT'(I)·xeAN)·'l

Eit·SQNT(T"P/(NS.I»
RETURN

DIHENlf'N OATA(NI)
OIHfNSlill'j IND(lDO)

!ND
'UNCTIIN il~tDATA,NI,N'.)

Oil II I'I,NI
11 I"O(1l'I

NLfSt·"Sel
Oit 1. I'l,NLtlll
IPLUlI1' h t
8'QATA (1NO(1))
01 l~ J'IPLUSI,NI
IF(~.Gt.OATA,INO(Jl»)lieTI Il
HTfHP'INO (J)
INU(J)'I"DtIl
INO (1) 'HTEMP
e'DATA 'HTf"'P)

12 CilNTlNUt
111 CilNTlNUE

IPIT"LIATtNS+I)/tO,
lSpn.,,,s+u 110
fXTRA.IPeT.'LI,T(IIPilT) .

'.~'DATA(IND(IIPilT)l.(txTRA"DATA'INO(IS~"T)l.DATA(INO(IIP'T+'

n i ))
RETuN" PStUO~VALUt~

iND
h( 1) • 1.1:5'1..7
h( 2l • 1.13991

T"E T... SIDED t"...FIC~"CE \.P'ITI ht II • 1.1HCl7
O'" Sf A"O. OEv. '''t: HC 4l • D.ann

TI( 5) • U.II~II&!7,.( lil • 0.632411.1114360 + ,BS u\.uE (f) 0.0i!4405 TIt 1) • U.bi!OH

AND he a) • 0.b21&4
Tit 9) • U•• .5511i!

r.4893bo -16s vl\.uE (f) o.n /Ill 05 h( 10) • 0.8154i!
TI( 11) • 7.7UHII

WHERE tieS VAL~E(T)· IS THE AeseLUTE vALUE il' THE T STATISTIC AT 0.05 wITH .It-t DEGHEE' ilF fHEEU0M,
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",SfUlJ!/lVALYfli

1'( 1) • y,lCll!Q9.. ( Z) • 4,97t100
...1. ( 3) • :l,UiOO
h( 4l • 4,91f100

.1' ( 5) • .. ,9HOO
h( b) • 4,9UOO
H(

~~ • .. ,9HOO
h( • "UZOO
U( 9l • 9,19t1n

T~E Tw~ SIDED ~0~fIDf~~E L.I"'ITS rIIN UPPER lOll: ANt: To ( 10) • 1I.97bOO
h( 111 • 1I.97bOO

Al'Ill

5.869996 _ ASS VAL.uEITl •

O,5Ui!815

0.50i!115

w~ERE "ABS VAL.UEIT)' IS THt ABSrIIL.UTE VAL.UE ef T~f T STAT~STIt AT 0,05 wIT~ 11-1 DE&REfS 0f fRtEOf/lM.

IF THE JAtKK~IfEO STATISTIt IS A MEOIA~! IR tNt THAT "euL.O PR0DUtE
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